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Plaintiff/Appellant Larry Little hereby responds to Defendants/ 
Respondents Brief as follows: 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
In reviewing the brief of Defendants Greene & Weed Investments 
(Greene & Weed) and Leon S. and Caroline Lippincott (Lippincotts), 
it is clear that they are trying to hide behind the conclusions 
drawn by the trial court without addressing, or even attempting to 
address, its analysis. Defendants do this because there is no 
theory of title upon which to justify the trial court's findings and 
conclusions. It is also clear that Defendants do not want to 
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clearly articulate their claims of title. They choose not to do so 
for the simple reason that their claims differ from the trial 
court's analysis and would simply magnify the inconsistencies in 
their case. 
Here, it should be explicitly noted that in order to succeed in 
an action to quiet title to a water rightr a party must prevail on 
the strength of his/her claim. Church v. Meadow Springs Ranch 
Corp.r Inc., 659 P.2d 1045 (Utah 1983). Thereforef it is incumbent 
upon Defendants to clearly articulate their chain of title - which 
they have not done and which they cannot do. When they try to set 
forth their chain of title (Defendants' Brief, pages 25-27)f 
critical dates are omitted, intervening conveyances are not 
referenced, and fractional ownership interests are not established. 
(Defendants simply do not want to set forth their position.) 
If this Court looks at the trial court's reasoning, it will 
clearly see that the Honorable Don V. Tibbs had no basis upon which 
to ground his ruling and that his ruling differed from Defendants' 
theory of the case. The most glaring examples include the 
following: 
1. At trial, Defendants' chain of title was short and simple. 
Defendants' root title was comprised of two quit claim deeds, one 
was undated and the other bore the date of November 17, 1969. By 
virtue of these two deeds, Defendants claimed their immediate 
predecessors in interest, Lorna Little Cottam and Clara Bess Grams, 
obtained 100% of the subject water right from their father Lester F. 
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Little. Thereafter, Defendants Greene & Weed contended they 
received their title from Lorna Little Cottam and Clara Bess Grams 
when by assignment dated September 1, 1972, the two sisters 
conveyed 100% of the water right to them. (Pretrial Order IV (2); 
Transcript (Tr.) 192). 
Contrary to Defendants' theory of title, the trial court 
expressly found that Greene & Weed obtained their title by virtue of 
deeds (not assignment) from Lorna Little Cottam and Clara Bess Grams 
and by quit claim deed from East Canyon Irrigation Company. 
(Finding of Fact 20) . Apparently, the trial judge was relying on 
the deeds dated December 18, 1975 whereby Lorna Little Cottam and 
Clara Bess Grams, by separate deeds, expressly conveyed a 5/8ths 
interest in the disputed water right (Defendants' Exhibits 15 and 
15a) and on a quit claim deed dated December 18, 1974 from East 
Canyon Irrigation Company (Plaintiff's Exhibit 14; Defendants' 
Exhibit D-7). Since this finding is obviously inconsistent with 
Defendants' theory of title, Defendants have now apparently changed 
their theory to accommodate the court's findings - yet the theory 
still cannot be explained. 
On pages 25 through 27 of their Brief, Defendants set forth 
their new and modified chain of title. Significantly, Defendants do 
not include all the conveyances made by the parties, the ownership 
interests being conveyed (fractional or whole) or, in some 
circumstances, the dates of conveyance. They do not do this because 
it would make their theory of title incomprehensible. For example, 
if Greene & Weed obtained 100% of the subject water right on 
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September lf 1972 by assignment from Lorna Little Cottam and Clara 
Bess Grams
 f then why, three years later on December 18, 1975, are 
they claiming the very same grantors conveyed to them a fractional 
5/8ths interest in the same water right (see Defendants1 Brief, page 
26, 1f's 7 and 8)? Further, why, on December 18, 1974, did East 
Canyon Irrigation Company, which under Defendants' theory of the 
title never had an interest in the disputed right, convey an 
interest in the water right to Greene & Weed? Those conveyances are 
inexplicable and competely inconsistent with Defendants' theory of 
title. 
Plaintiff's and Defendants' chains of title are mutually 
* 
exclusive, at least through the first four conveyances. As such, 
deeds of conveyance in Plaintiff Larry Little's chain cannot - as a 
matter of law - be found in Defendants' Greene & Weed and 
Lippincotts chain of title. Yet, Defendants are now arguing that 
some of the early deeds in Plaintiff's chain of title are now found 
in their chain - which, as a legal proposition, is impossible. They 
argue (Defendants' Brief, page 9) that East Canyon Irrigation 
Company conveyed its interest in the contested water right, 
Segregation 26838a (85-102) , by quit claim deed dated December 18, 
1974 to Greene & Weed. What Defendants and the trial court cannot 
do is explain how East Canyon Irrigation Company obtained its 
interest. 
Both chains of title have different starting points although 
there are common conveyances later in the chain. Because the first 
four or five conveyances establish different starting points and 
different percentage ownerships which are then carried through the 
entire chain, the ending points differ. Thus, both the starting 
points and ending points of the respective chains of title differ. 
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Under Defendants' chain of title and theory of the case East 
Canyon Irrigation Company could not have held an interest in the 
subject water right. Its interest simply cannot be explained under 
Defendants' chain. From the record, it is clear that East Canyon 
acquired its interest under plaintiff Larry Little's chain of title. 
The president of East Canyon Irrigation Company clearly indicated at 
trial that his chain is based on the same chain of title as that of 
Plaintiff Larry Little (Tr. 96, 97, 98). 
2. Defendants place a great deal of reliance on two alleged 
factors: (1) that the State Engineer's title abstract reaches the 
same conclusions as those asserted by Defendants; and (2) that 
Defendants' documents of title, letters, etc. were filed with the 
State Engineer (Defendant's Brief, pages 10, 11, 12, 27). 
Defendants fail to mention the following: (1) that the State 
Engineer's title abstract does not contain the title documents 
Defendants rely on to make their title and is, in fact, inconsistent 
with their theory of title; and (2) that the State Engineer did not 
consider Defendants' title documents as constituting any part of the 
disputed water right and, therefore, did not file them in the file 
maintained for the disputed right. The State Engineer filed them in 
the file to which they expressly relate - Application 23838 (85-33), 
a separate water right and one which is not the subject of this 
action. 
The State Engineer's root title and the individual conveyances 
following the State Engineer's root title mirror Plaintiff Larry 
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Little's chain of title. The only discrepancy between the two is 
that the State Engineer did not have all the deeds in the chain and 
therefore did not reach the same conclusions as Plaintiff. However, 
having had the same starting point as Plaintiff Larry Little, it is 
clear that the State Engineer would have reached the same conclusion 
had all the deeds been available. 
Neither Defendants' root titlef nor the assignment by which 
Defendant Greene & Weed contend they received 100% interest in the 
subject water rightf is found in the State Engineer's title 
abstract. Therefore, Defendants' contention (page 12 of Defendants' 
Brief) that their title documents, deedsf letters and agreements 
convinced the State Engineer that the parties owned the water right 
as set forth in the proposed determination of water rights is 
totally without basis. Nothing could be further from the truth. If 
the State Engineer relied on any of Defendants' documentsf deeds, 
letters, etc.f they would have been found in the State Engineer's 
title abstract or at least in the file maintained for the subject 
water right. Butf they are not. The letters Defendants reference 
are contained in another file on another water right - as are their 
deeds. (See Pretrial Order V(2); Tr. 62.) Those documents are 
completely foreign to anything the State Engineer relied upon in 
formulating the fractional ownership interests. One only need look 
at the State Engineer's title abstract to determine that. (See 
Plaintiff's Exhibit 6.) 
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Because Defendants have mischaracterized the facts to reach 
their conclusionsf and because they have also failed to address their 
theory of title or that relied upon by the trial court - which are 
not the same - Plaintiff will devote the major portion of this reply 
brief to clarifying those facts and addressing the parties1 
respective theories of title. Plaintiff Larry Little contends: 
1. On November 30, 1967, Lester F. Little segregated a portion 
of one of his water rights into two parts. Under Utah law the 
segregated portion and original right thus became separate water 
rights and are treated in all respects separately. Utah Code Ann. 
§73-3-27 (1980). The segregated portion, Application 26838a 
(85-102) is the contested water right which is the subject of this 
action. 
2. On December 19, 1967f Lester F. Little submitted proof of 
appropriation on Segregation Application 26838a (85-102). Proof is 
the last statutory step required of an appropriator to complete an 
appropriation and involves a sworn statement by the appropriator and 
an independent engineer that the diversion facilities have been 
constructed and that the water has actually been placed to 
beneficial use. Utah Code Ann. §73-3-16 U.C.A. (1980). In this 
case, it showed the water well had been drilled and outfitted and 
that the water had actually been placed to use. 
3. On January 16, 1968, Lester F. Little and his wife Madge 
Little joined in conveying to their five children in undivided 
interests, by warranty deed, the land upon which the water under 
Segregation 26838a (85-102) was used. Several factors relating to 
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this conveyance should be specifically notedf all of which are 
undisputed: 
(a) The warranty deed - on its face - is plainr clear and 
without ambiguity. The Defendants have not sought to reform 
the deed, nor have they claimed any ambiguity therein. 
(b) The Court received no evidence whatsoever respecting 
grantors1 intent either before or contemporaneous with the 
execution of the deed. 
(c) The warranty deed included all improvements and 
appurtenances (see Exhibit A attached hereto; Plaintifffs 
Exhibit D-2). 
(d) All parties to this action have by stipulation agreed 
that the water under Segregation 26838a (85-102) was actually 
placed to use on the land so conveyed during the two irrigation 
seasons immediately preceding the conveyance and was nowhere 
else used. (Order Amending Findings of Pact lf Tr. 42 f 43, 
Finding of Fact 11.) 
(e) Proof of appropriation on Segregation 26838a (85-102) 
was submitted on December 19
 f 1967r approximately one month 
before the conveyance of the land upon which the water had been 
used. 
4. Given the undisputed facts set forth in 3 abovef it is 
Plaintiff Larry Little's position that the water - which was 
actually being placed to use on the land - passed with the land as 
an appurtenance thereof under authority of Utah Code Ann. §73-1-11 
(1980). Andr since Defendants did not seek reformation of the deed 
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or claim any ambiguity therein (seer Hartman v. Pottery 596 P.2d 653 
(Utah 1979) if an instrument is not ambiguous, extrinsic evidence 
will not be admitted) the first question before this Court is 
whether water can pass as an appurtenance to land before a 
certificate of appropriation issues from the State Engineer. 
Contrary to Defendants1 assertions otherwise, water has 
routinely passed as an appurtenance to land in Utah before the State 
Engineer issues a certificate of appropriation. Three case 
scenarios are instructive: 
A. In appropriating surface waters before 1903 and underground 
waters before 1935 (diligence rights)/ there was no statutory 
requirement that an application be filed with the State Engineer. 
All the water user had to do was physically construct the diversion 
facilities and actually place the water to beneficial use to 
complete the appropriation. No certificate of appropriation ever 
issued and none was required. Moreover, until 1943f there wasn't 
even a statute providing for the registration of these rights with 
the State Engineer, see Utah Code Ann. §73-5-13 (1980). Yetf 
diligence rights are some of the best water rights in this state, 
given their early priority dates and their long established pattern 
of usage. 
Here, it should be noted that diligence rights are still being 
registered with the State Engineer's office and are considered good 
and valid water rights if the requisite factual foundation for 
establishing the right can be made, i.e. diversion and use before 
1903 or 1935 respectively. Therefore, it is still possible for the 
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State Engineer to have no record of water rights which are fully 
developed and necessary for the continued use and development for 
the land upon which they are used. Nonethelessf these water rights 
are valid and are subject to transfer with the land as an 
appurtenance thereof. 
No one - including Defendants in this action - would seriously 
contend that diligence rights do not pass as an appurtenance to land 
unless expressly reserved. If there is a problem in their passagef 
it is one of proving the water was used on the particular parcel 
being conveyed, not whether they can pass as a legal proposition. 
(See Plaintiff's Argumentf pages 16 through 24 in first Brief.) 
B. On water rights initiated after the State of Utah required 
an application to initiate the appropriation, the State Engineer 
has, for more than twenty five years, transferred title to such 
water based on its having passed as an appurtenance to land before 
the issuance of a certificate of appropriation. (Tr. 56.) 
Moreover, the State Engineer did it in this action, as the State 
Engineer's title abstract clearly shows. (See Plaintiff's Exhibit 
6.) That is how, and why, the State Engineer and Plaintiff Larry 
Little start from the same root of title in this action. 
C. In many areas of this State, there is ongoing a general 
determination of water rights. These are water lawsuits, usually 
initiated by the State Engineer under Utah Code Ann. §73-4-1 et. 
seq. (1980), to determine and settle all water rights within a 
particular drainage. Pursuant to this purpose, the State Engineer, 
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grantee of such land" unless reserved in express terms. It 
does not say "certificated right" or "diligence right" or 
anything else. Andf it is clear that a water user holding an 
approved application has a right to use the water. Seef Utah 
Code Ann. §73-3-10 and §73-3-12 (1980). Moreover the 
appropriator is under a duty to develop and use the water, or 
the appropriator will lose the right to do so all together. 
(c) The purpose behind the appurtenancy statutef Utah 
Code Ann. §73-10-11 (1980)f is to insure that waterf most often 
indispensible to the use and enjoyment of the land, is conveyed 
with the land. And once it is conclusively shownr as here, 
that water has actually been placed to use thereon, then the 
underlying purpose of the section is met by having that water 
pass before the certificate actually issues. Heref the 
grantor, Lester F. Littler submitted proof of appropriation to 
the State Engineer on December 19, 1967. That is less than one 
month before he conveyed the land upon which the water was 
being used to his five children in undivided interests. The 
warranty deed by which he did this is dated January 16
 r 1968 
and constitutes Plaintiff Larry Little's root title. 
(Plaintiff's Exhibit D-2). It is also the root title relied 
upon by the State Engineer. (See Plaintiff's Exhibit 6.) 
(c) The function served by a certificate of appropriation 
is to confirm the existence of a water right - not create it. 
A water right exists by virtue of a diversion and use; this 
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no way a title search would pick up the deeds* Defendants1 
deeds take a substantial amount of extrinsic evidence to even 
create a tie to the water right in issuef Segregation 26838a 
(85-102). On their facef there is no reference to Segregation 
26838a (85-102) (see Exhibits L-l and L-2; also attached to 
Plaintiff's Brief as Exhibits B and C). 
(e) If water passes as an appurtenance to land when the 
diversion facilities are complete and water is actually placed 
to user then all water users will be treated the same. They 
are not then dependent on the fortuitous circumstance of the 
State Engineer actually issuing a certificate of appropriation. 
Accordinglyf in a situation such as this, where because of 
other pressing problems (Tr. 50f 51) the State Engineer did not 
issue the certificate until almost two years after proof of 
appropriation was submitted (proof was submitted on December 
19r 1967 and the certificate was issued on October 21, 1969) 
the same rule of transfer would apply. That is, whether the 
State Engineer was able to immediately issue a certificate upon 
the filing of proof or whether the issuance was substantially 
delayed, the water right would nevertheless pass as an 
appurtenance to a conveyance of the land - thus fulfilling the 
purpose of the appurtenancy statute, Utah Code Ann. §73-1-11 
(1980) . 
Here, reference should be made to Defendants' reliance on 
Duchesne County v. Humphreys, 106 Utah 332, 148 P.2d 338 (1944) for 
the proposition that pending uncertificated applications do not 
1 K 
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factor upon which the case turned; the Humphreys court expressly 
distinguished the case before it from a situation where the 
appropriator had completed the appropriation by actually building 
the diversion facilities and placing the water to use. Such 
reasoning is consistent with the whole appropriation process which 
requires an appropriator to build diversion facilities and place the 
water applied for to a beneficial use. Utah Code Ann. §73-3-10 and 
§73-3-12 (1980). Once a water user does thisr and submits proof of 
appropriation, then the State Engineer must issue a certificate of 
appropriation. Utah Code Ann. §73-3-17 (1980) explicitly provides 
as much: 
Upon it being made to appear to the satisfaction of this 
state engineer that an appropriation or a permanent change 
of point of diversionf place or nature of use has been 
perfected in accordance with the application therefor, and 
that the water appropriated or affected by the change has 
been put to a beneficial usef as required by section 
73-3-16r he shall issue a certificate. . .. (emphasis 
added) 
Defendants1 reliance on Humphreysy supray and the several other 
cases cited for the proposition that an application to appropriate 
water is but a preliminary step aref for our purposesf inapposite. 
We are not dealing with this preliminary step in the appropriation 
process. Here, the appropriation was complete - the diversion 
facilities had been constructed and the water had been placed to 
use. The appropriator was entitled to a certificate of 
appropriation. He had demonstrated that the water could be 
developed in accordance with his application and had actually spent 
• » 7 
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State Engineer issued a certificate of appropriation on Segregation 
26838a (85-102). The certificate issued on October 21r 1968 and, 
because of a descriptive error, was amended on November 25, 1969. 
(Pretrial Order 3(d), Finding of Fact 14). For the reasons set 
forth in Plaintiff Larry Little's Brief, pages 30 through 32, the 
doctrine of after acquired title would consequently act to vest 
title in Plaintiff Larry Little. 
6. Even if the Court were to rule that water cannot pass as an 
appurtenance to land until a certificate of appropriation issues, 
and that the doctrine of after acquired title did not act to vest 
title in Plaintiff Larry Little, there is still the further question 
of whether title to the subject water right passed as an 
appurtenance to land when Lorna Little Cottam and Clara Bess Grams 
joined their brothers and sisters and divided, between themselves, 
the land upon which the subject water right was being used. 
Under Defendants1 theory of the case, it is clear that they are 
relying on two quit claim deeds to form their root title - only one 
of which is dated and bears the date November 17, 1969 (Plaintiff's 
Brief, page 7). By virtue of these deeds, they contend Lorna Little 
Cottam and Clara Bess Grams succeeded to 100% of Segregation 26838a 
(85-102). If that is so, it would be undisputed that Lorna Little 
Cottam and Clara Bess Grams held both the contested water right and 
the land upon which it was used as of December 30, 1969 - the land 
being held in undivided one-fifth interests with the other children 
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common grantors, December of J 969 held 100% of the subject water 
i i„qhf; . Under Plaintiff Larry Little's theory of title, th' five 
children held the water rights In undivided interests. -:ier 
Defendants' theory of title, Lorna Little Cottam ar d 'jet-- Bess 
Grams he"M rs -f nhe water right by virtue of t;?e
 )U1t laim 
deeds. kn ir.er; joined in dividing the land upon wiiicii the watei 
was used amona themselves individually* 
i t i : 
Deed from E«.. & Weed dated 
December 18, 1974. 
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The warranty deeds by which the children divided the land are 
clear and without ambiguity. Andr no one has sought reformation of 
those deeds or contended any ambiguity therein. As in Hartman v. 
Potterr suprar this Court should simply determiner as a matter of 
lawr that the deeds actually passed whatever interests the grantors 
held in Segregation 26838a (85-102). 
7. Finallyr Defendants have no equitable claim to the water. 
From the trial record it is clear that Defendants Greene & Weed had 
before them direct and express knowledge that their grantors, Lorna 
Little Cottam and Clara Bess Gramsf did not own 100% of the disputed 
water right on September 1, 1972. By that datef Norman H. Jackson, 
an attorney representing Lorna Little Cottam and Clara Bess Grams, 
had told Defendants so, the State Engineer's title abstract 
maintained in the file of the disputed right told them sof and the 
proposed determination of water rights also told them so. (See 
Defendants1 Exhibit 38r Plaintiff's Exhibit 6, and Exhibit L-21 
respectively, all attached as Exhibit A). Thereafter, and with 
Greene & Weed's full knowledge, Lorna Little Cottam and Clara Bess 
Grams entered a land trade with Plaintiff Larry Little to obtain an 
additional 10 acres of land with appurtenant water (Tr. 211). That 
trade is discussed in Plaintiff's Brief, pages 37 through 39, and 
resulted in Lorna and Clara Bess, under Plaintiff Larry Little's 
chain of title, succeeding to approximately 5/8ths of the subject 
water right - exactly what they expressly conveyed to Greene & Weed 
o 1 
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 :" land amongst themselves. Since all deeds an clear and 
aTTII"II i i<.|nit y . waf p r p a s s e d nn n w "\t t- r ? in f l nw. 
Respec t fu l ly submit ted thi£» 01 h da1) ml i1 •  111 i I , 
CLYPN, I'HA'l"
 s SNOW 
John W. Anderson 
Attorney for Plaintiff/Appellant 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I caused to be hand delivered four copies 
of Plaintiff/Appellant' s Reply Brief to each of the following at the 
addresses listed this 6th day of Aprilr 1988: 
E. J. Skeen 
Van Cott, Bagleyr Cornwall & McCarthy 
50 South Main, #1600 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84144 
Attorney for Defendants/Respondents 
Lippincott 
Keith S. Christensen 
250 South 500 East 
Salt Lake City, Utah 14102 
Attorney for Defendant/Respondent 
Greene & Weed 
^a^Z&t 
EXHIBIT A 
M A T T S S O N , J A C K S O N & M C I F F 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
NORMA' H wATKSCN ' 5 ' NORTH MAlN S ' R E E T
 A c r A _ C - r e C 
-
 - N " , F f R lCHF. ELD, UTAH 8 4 7 0 1 
April 19, 1972 
Mr. Daniel R. Weed 
Greene and Weed Investments 
1843 West Campbell Avenue 
Phoenix, Arizona 85015 
Dear *!r. Weed: Re: Johnron Canym ^anch 
Pursuant to your telephone call, I ha,re sifted through our 
f-les and gleaned the following information concerning water 
rights: 
1. Application No. 26838a (85-102) having a pricnt\ 
right of April 12, 1955. The application was originally filed 
for 10 second feet of water to be used each year from March 1 
to November 30, for irrigation purposes, from two wells, 
Well No. 1 to be located North 2465 feet and West 2640 feet 
from the Southeast corner of Section 25, Township 43 South, 
range 5 West, SLM, and Well No. 2 to be located North 16*5 feet 
and West 2640 feet from said corner. 
On November 30, 19S7, an application to segreaate the 
above waier was filed with the State Engineer. The viter seg-
regated from the application was .92 second feet tc be usee 
for irrigation of 83.3 acres of land in said Section 25, as 
follows: 3.2 acres Southeast quarter Northwest quarter; 
40 acres Southwest quarter Northeast quarter; 1.3 acres North-
west quarter Northeast quarter; 8 acres Southeast quarter 
Northeast quarter; .7 acres Northeast quarter Southwest qurrtcr: 
21 acres Northwest quarter Southeast quarter; and 9.1 acres 
Northeast quarter Southeast quarter. 
The segregated water right comes from the 16-inch 
well discussed on the telephone. Said well is 125 feet deep 
and located North 115.40 feet and West 2582 feet from the E-st 
quarter corner of said Section 25. Lcrna Cottam and Clara 
Bess Grams own approximately forty acres of the land covered 
by this certificate, Larry Little owns approximately thirty 
acres, and Kenyon Little owns a 9.1-acre parcel. 
D. R. Weed -2- 4/19/72 
2. Application No. 32632 (85-4r). This application 
was filed and approved for 5 cubic feet per second, tc be diverted 
from three wells and used for the irrigaticn of 600 acres, siock 
watering, and domestic. A letter from the State Engineer dar.cd 
June 17, 1970, indicates receipt of conveyances transferring the 
following amounts from Lester F. Little to his children: "chr. K. 
Little -1.5 c.f.s.; Lorna Little Cottam and Clara Bess Little 
Grams - 1.5 c.f.s.? and Caroline Lippincott - 2.0 c.f.s. 
3. Ey deed December 11, 1967, Lester F. Little, et ux., 
conveyed ro John Kenyon Little, Larry Lester Little, Lorna Little 
Cottam, Caroline Little Lippincott, and Clara Bess Little Grars, 
as tenants in common, to each an undivided one-fifth interest: 
and title, in certain real property and also'a cr.e-sixth m r e 
water of Johnson Creek and Flood Canyon." As far as my clierrs 
are concerned, it is my understanding that this includes a stcck 
watering right and also an irrigation right in connection with 
the property which they own in Section 30. 
In connection with the balance of Application 26838, action should 
be taken to prove up on the remaining 9.08 c.f.s. In connection 
with Application 32532, action should be taken tc prove un on all 
of the waters covered thereby. 
71 a meeting March 22, 1972, the State Engineer indicated trat 
these apnrcvcd-pending applications must be perfected en cr rafcre 
November 30, J 975, cr thev will not raintain t^eir priority. His 
office will entertain change applications on perfected rights, 
and they will be more liberal for domestic use, each ?DDlicaticn 
will be judged on its own merits, but no increase in irrigation 
acreages will be allowed. 
I trust ycu will find the foregoing information useful. If 7 
could be of further assistance, do not hesitate to contact r.e. 
Very truly yours, 
y 
Norman K. Jachson 
HHJ/a 
STATE OF UTAH Norman H Bangerter, Governor 
NATURAL RESOURCES Dee C Hansen. Executive Director 
Water Rights Robert L. Morgan. State Engineer 
1636 West North Temple • Suite 220 • Salt Lake City, UT 34116-3156 • 801-533-6071 
C E R T I F I C A T I O N 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that the attached documents are true and correct copies 
of: 
Title Abstract (2 pages) No. A-26838-a (85-102); and the following 
documents which are reflected on the Title Abstract: 
Warranty Deed No. 15105, Lester L. Little & Madge C. Little; 
Warranty Deed No. 16764, John K. Little, Larry L. Little* 
Lorna Cottam, Clara Grams & Caroline Lippincott; 
Quit Claim Deed, No. 18722, John K. Little & Anna May Little; 
Warranty Deed, No. 28819, Lorna Little Cottam & Clara Bess 
Little Grams; 
Quit Claim Deed, No. 25256, East Canyon Irrigation Co.; 
Warranty Deed, No. 27766, A. H. Greene, Jr. & Daniel R. Weed; 
Warranty Deed, No. 32103, A. H. Greene, Jr. & Daniel R. Weed; and 
Warranty Deed, No. 32952, Leon Lippincott & Caroline Lippincott. 
Said Documents are on file in the office of the Utah Division of Water 
Rights, located at 1636 West North Temple Street, Second Floor, Salt Lake 
City, UT 84116. 
DATED this 22nd day of October, 1985. 
?&*? 
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NAME and ADDRESS 
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SOURCE • .COUNH 
John Kenyon Little - 1/5 int. 
Larry Lester Little - 1/5 int. 
Lorna Little Cottam - 1/5 int. 
Clara Bess Little Grams - 1/5 intj 




)Lorna Little Cottam and 
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John K. Little «. 
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Daniel R. Weed 
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A. H. Greene Jr. 
Daniel R. Weed 
and 
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I right 
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Quit Claim U 
A. H. Greene Jr. and 







Leon S, Lippincott and 
Caroline Lippincott 
Leon S. Lippincott and 
Caroline Lippincott »tr't Execu'tn 
by Orig'r) 12/15/78 
or'd (by No.)12/23/77 
•vd (by us)12/28/77 
ion (by us) 
Assignment 
Deed: 
§Mfnty Quit Claim 
A. H. Greene Jr. and 
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JOHN^KENYOJUJTTLE & A!MJMYJJTTLE?# his wi fe , of Kanab, Kane County, State 
of Utah "
 If 
LARRY,LESTER LITTLE ^DLVERLEY^S^LITTLE, his wife, of Costa Mesa, Orange 
County, State of California 
LORNA_LITTLE COTTAM,,a married woman, of Salt Lake City, Salt Lake County, 
State of Utah 
CAROLINE,LITTLE,_LIPPINCOTT,, a married woman, of Sacramento, Sacramento County, 
£tate""of California 
CLARA BESS^LITTLE,GRAMS, a married woman, of Kernville, Kern County, State of 
taTifornia V-
GRANTORS, ^ 
for and in consideration of the sum of Ton and NO/100 Dollars (S10.00) and 
other good and valuable consideration, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged,' 
hereby CONVEY AND WARRANT, to 
LORNA .LITTLE^COTTAM of Salt Lake City, Salt Lake County, State of Utah, and 
TlARAJBES^f LITTLE GRAMS of Kernville, Kern County, State of California, the 
"{o\lowincf7..ZorlbeU real'property in Kane County, State of Utah, to wit: 
Parcel 1 The Southwest 1/4 of the Northwest l/4 of Section 25, Township 43 
South, Range 5 West, Salt Lake Base and Meridian. $ 
Parcel 2 The North 1/2 of the Southwest l/4 of Section 25, Township 43 South, -^ 
Range 5 West, Salt Lake Base and Meridian. LESS, that sold to the Jv 
State Road Commission of Utah and LESS that part lying east of -^ 
Highway U 136. rV 
c 
Parcel 3 The Northeast 1/4 of the Southeast 1/4 of Section 26, Township 43 
South, Range 5 West, Salt Lake Base and Meridian. 
Parcel 5 The West 1/2 of the Northeast 1/4 of Section 25, Township 43 North, o 
Range 5 West, Salt Lake Base and Meridian. Z 
i ^ 
Parcel 4 The West 1/2 of the Southwes; 1/4 of Section 30, Township 43 South, J* ; 
Range 4^ West, Salt Lake Base and Meridian. 
Together with all improvements and appurtenances appertaining thereto. 
WITNESS THE hands of the GRANTORS, this ? '. • * - day of /"'. >
 : . , 1969. 
Lorna Little Cottam 
V iV^tr-f-' I»*.--Y?Y*« ILLLUL^JLJ-
Caroline Little Lippincott 
Clara Bess Little Grams 
John Kenyon L i t t l e 
Anna Mjjy L i t t l e " 
• * '-
/l
 !. " •/> -'•- '" I l ^ ^ f e ' , 
Larry Loster L i t t l e 
STATE OF UTAH 
\>< <* v. 
P^verley S. Little 
County of Kane) 
On the day of ., A.D. 1969, personally 
appeared before me John Kenyon Little and Anna May Little, hi: wif*, signers 
of the foregoing instrument, who duly acknowledged to me thai thry executed 
the same. 
My Commission Lxi; ir»-^  
^...„<.; <w.' v . . . <. 
L _ . . . . / o . c : . . .„ - • 
, . * cJ L.J. *.;•'..- v . - . - / u / 
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.../ L.i—i-^-io*. 
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of Kanab, Kano C - M ^ Y , 5ta*c T Utan, ^,:>;f?y cnv«y and q^it o l a i * 
tA East Cany.-n i r r . ^ r ; . -> v?r*nr, * ' .^n nonprofit Corpormtion, 
Grantee, Tor r:-,e su~ r»f ; c ! . ;.• .."-' Dollars ana cthar *daqaat» and 
valuable .:rr.suicra :;iv-s <11 mr r ^ h t ami interes t t© *ha following 
daacribad wat*r ri :•*•.*-* *c i i t j 
Application W\:-~r )2'>?, also Se^. A;TD. No 32632-A (35-701) 
Application Mwkr *<7''c (M--'*fi" 
> r t i ^ c i M c" A:- - p r i i ' i o n -.^7, T'C (8S-1C2) Ar^lirattoc Ko. 
<jv:-28-A: A-rV* -, t^ • - • • ; t© 11.:?*' ti-r-jt of land ana watar 110 
%t»e-ft»r^n i-'^i^r*- Jr-. :*i.«:Kt \r • ** wa tara of Jr.hnion Craek and 
^locd '.?aftvr.r.. 
jLrzk 4i*^i_L i*> -( 
'->nn FC. U t t l a 
•< •-'••' L l - ^ 2 ? 
.•W»* *.* / F. ;. 
C?AT • " '' A»: 
r-n *h« lOth-'i" •.' A !.-••* A . . . ly7^ n^raonally a .>•*• . 
v r^»>rj» na John • . .'. - • \# *ro *»*»« , *-, -\ m Ho
 ( t}*> i»i£T**rr rf • ne 
wi*>i'j and /cr?" ;'V •...*• rirwri* , i»l •• nv.ly ac*nowladr*d to ?*e that 
& VA-TY F* - I J C 
'^stiairv: ** Fanah, Htah 
\^ r Conioesior. .:,WTT-*•• . m o 1, 1 ">?'< 
$b*fr 
r -iCEI-VP.?.'. 
•^.l::*??''- "LORNA L. COTTAM, also known as LORNA LITTLE COTTAM, a4woman 
or Salt Lake City, Utah, and CLARA BESS LITTLE GRAMS,, also known as 
... • • . . ' • * • • • . . • ' 
CLARA'wBESS L. GRAMS, of Ridgecrest, California, GRANTORS, for and in 
• ' . . - ' . & > : . ' • • ' • • : - • ' 
consideration of the sum of TENAND NO/100 DOLLARS ($10.00) and other 
'good;'adequate, and valuable consideration hereby CONVEY and WARRANT to 
^ r.- ' •••, .'/. :, 
A.;.vHvk GREENE and DANIEL R. WEED, both of 1843 West Campbell>-Avenue, 
. ,.;r- . . . 
•* »•«.' • • • :. \ .. i •» * 
• » , » r - * V > . • • • • > • : .. .r..«->. 
Phoenix, ^ Arizona) GRANTEES, the-following described property located in 
Kane'County, State of Utah: •.',•'• :Jv'.'V*. .'•:';• • •"'...', j. ;: , ^  
yparcel' 1: The Southwest quarter of the Northwest 'quarter^bf .;;•?;;/.'.<o|. 5 §t 
i\,.••-».:?' •'• .Section 25, Township 43 South, Range 5 West
 ffc. Salt' •* ''' — ^ —f 
:*U^'Sft. .Lake Meridian. • ^ -5 ». m 
:v:\>£Z'- • * -'.K'."-- >••• !-i 1 
^•Parcel 2: The North half of the Southwest quarter of Section < . J g 
...;,.,;• 25, Township 43 South, Range.5 West, Salt Lake^ Base..' ;. •
 m f/
',. ..;#.V *' and Meridian. LESS, that sold to the State Road ;, , { | 
•^'•'v''!:; Commission of Utah ar.d LESS that part lying East of''vvV -|V/1 
f
-V TvV-N^ -Highway U-136. " ;'J'3 <q 
; ' ' * * * • > . : ' - • • • / • • ; - ^ > - v ' v ' w 
Parcel-3: The Northeast quarter of the Southeast quarter.'ofw ... 
S e c t i o n 26, Township 43 South, Range 5 Westr, ~Salt •" ••••' * fe| 
>•''->:- " • - — • " ••^••;ii J 
•*v v Lake Meridian. .*•*".-*""' ./ ..;;;*;'" " SV* 
ft. 
$2; 
-Parcel:4: The Northwest quarter of the Southwest quarter> the', ;' £ 3 
r^Stfrjil. North half of the Southwest quarter of the Southwest,>«*J 
'•'•,
 :Jki.*i'''. quarter, and the Southeast quarter of the Southwest ." ^ ^ 
'•••^jji^\ quarter of the Southwest quarter of Section 30, Town-V g^j 
':':':''-WM :': s h i P 43' Range 4-1/2 West, Salt Lake Meridian. S J 
ParcTel !5: The West half of the Northeast quarter of Section 25, * _. 
: >sjr.4>'*- .;';• Township 43 South, Range 5 West, Salt Lake Meridian. SI ^  
'V::-1;;* . • . • .••»•' ^c3H 
Parcel 6: The North half of the North half of the; Northwest. „,;\. q3 M 
'* ** v^ -'"' quarter of the Southeast quarter of Section 25, .Town- ^ -^1 
• ^'^ . ship 43 South, Range 5 West, Salt Lake Meridian. ,-. •-• • ^ J 
/;••• Together with any and ill water rights and Bureau of S i c 
'-"'••.* Land Management grazirg privileges and permits appur-
tenant thereto or in £aywise appertaining thereto. 
:;':^ .' Together with all and singular the tenements, heredi-
taments and appurtenances thoreunto appertaining or 
in anywise belonging thereto. 
»'•*£• 
— - 5 , 
WITNESS, the hands of the Grantors this / ^ day of 
^ ^ T ^ ^ u , A.D. 1972. . . '•*''. 
j t ) 
f^m. ' - . • ••> ..',.y/--:. . 7 ,*-
ss. 
•2-
STATE.; OF^UTAp ^  ) 
COUNTY;^ QKLT . LAKE ) 
«•* ?.e*r "OIKthis ^ ^ / day of /7<' <wi/- , A.D. 1972, personall 
appea'r^ fl*bfef6<^  me LORNA L. COTTAM, * I so known as LORNA LITTLE COTTAM, 
a wom>a'rr PH^oi^4 the signers of the foregoing WARRANTY DEED, who duly 




My commission expires: 
STATE. OF CALIFORNIA 
r 
COUNTY-OF iii ss. 
On this / ^ J day of ^Uff&x^trt 
red before me CLARA BESS LITTLE ( >4^y^ * A.D.
V1972, person-
GRAMS, also known as CLARA ally appeaBESS4L. GRAMS, a woman, one of the signers of the foregoing WARRANTY 
-DEED>\who duly acknowledged to me that she executed the same. 
^C***£*A /»>•-»*•» 
OFFICIAL Sh\L 
"DIAN^& a MURRAY 
NnTAifven^LlC CALIFORNIA 
, A : N S ,UNTY 
.1yC9mrr»»:«*ifcyesSept 1 1974 | 
u Pt 0. B& <r>7 Ri^r«t;«t. Cal.f 93S55 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
/fyp:;^ s^<p^ 
Residing at: 7 ^ v ^ / (^f 
My commission expires: 'G*/J? 
iqi 
IHI3 13 A LCOALLT OIINUIINO V.UINIKAV.I ir INUl UINUCIOIUUU b t t * U J M K t l t N I AUVILfc. 
QUIT-CLAIM DEED 
EAST CANYON IRRIGATION COMPANY, a Utah corporation grantor 
of Kanab , County of Kane , State of Utah, hereby 
QUIT-CLAIM to A. H. GREENE, JR. and DANIEL R. WEED dba GREENE & WEED 
INVESTMENTS 
grantee 
of Phoenix, Arizona, Maricopa County for the sum of 
TEN AND NO/LOO DOLLARS, 
the following described water r ights in Kane County, 
State of Utah: 
All our rights in Cert i f i cate of Appropriation No. 8497, Book W-2, 
Page 84, Kane County Records. (Water Users Claim No. 85-102, 8 
Application No. 26838-a, a-5989) 1 




RECEIVED .2 ^ 
„ ,< .«»1983 $ 
utUAR CITY. , % ^ 
WITNESS the hand of said grantor , this 18th day of ~ 
December • A. D. one thousand nine hundred and seventy four# 
EAST CANYON IRRIGATION COMPANY 
s\X>K y. t President 
; ^ ^ jZ&^&K , Secretary 
STATE OF UTAH, \ \S 
COUNTY or Kane 
On the 18th day of December , A.D. 19 7h 
personally apnearer! before me 
John K. L i t t l e and Anna May L i t t l e 
the signers of the within instrument, who duly acknowledged to me that they executed the 
same! • Q *, r> 
\ . - \ ,/ Notary Public. 
My commission expires i u r ^ 2, 1?7.7..-H.;siding1n - - Kanabr Utah 
APPKOVi f) ITIWM IITAH ^Prni/nu s T O M M I S S I O N 
W A K K A I N J Y I J t t L i J 
A. H. GREENE, JR. and DANIEL R. WEED, dba GREENE & WEED INVESTMENTS, a partnership
 # 
constating of A. H. Greene, Jr. and Daniel R. Weed ' ArizonT ^ ° 
of Phoenix , County of , Maricopa , State of , hereby 
CONVEY and WARRANT to 
LEON S. LIPPINCOTT and CAROLINE LIPPINCOTT, husband and wi fe , not as tenants 
in common and not as community property e s t a t e , but as Joint tenants with 
right of survivorship STanteer 
of 2200 60th Stree t , Sacramento , County of
 t State of Califo 
for the sum of »» • • ^ Q
 a c c j , — 2 2 - DOLLARS, 
and other good and valuable cons iderat ion , rece ipt of which i s hereby acknowledged 
the following described water rights* in Kane County, 
State of Utah, to w i t : ° 3 § c 
5/8 interest In and to Water Users Claim 85-102, Application No. 26838-A, * t 
A-5389 Cert i f i ca te of Application No. 8497. 
U L C E I V E C 
MAY 3 o ra/a 
WAT^R RIGHTS 
WITNESS the hand of said grantor, this ^ 5 dayof i ^ ^ 1 A. D. 19 7>~ 
STATE OF ARIZONA 
_ . ^ ^ - . ' ; 
COUNTY or Maricopa * V t \ ^ ~ ' ^ < ? \>\ *0 \ ..• 
On the 2 3 r d day of December , A.D. J##£v#'V»' ^ 
personally appeared before me A. h\ GREENE, JR. and DANIEL R. WEED, partners 6f \'....'..<l 
GREENE & WEED INVESTMENTS 
the signer of the within instrument, who duly acknowledged to me that they •xccuted the 
same. ^ 
U
 Notary Public. 
My commission #»*pir*« S e p t . 9 , 1979 KVdriin^ j n P h o e n i x , A r i z o n a 
APPROVED ICPM - UTAH S-CUKIHEG COMMISSION M-
STATE OF ARIZONA, 1 I hereby certify that the within instrument was filed and recorded | ss. 
County of I - l 9 ^ M 
In Docket No , Page at the request of_ 
When recorded mail to: Witness my ITurui and oHicial seal. 









I R S : ?_ 
For the consideration of Ten Dollars, and other valuable considerations. I or we, A . H . GREENE, JRf 
and DANIEL R. WEED, d o i n j b u s i n e s s a s GREENE « ViEED INVESTMENTS. 
do hereby convey to I£ON S. LIPPINCOTT and CAROLINE LIPPINCOTT, husband and 
wife as Joint Tenants with right of survivorship, of P. 0* Box 924, 
Konab, Utah, 84741.
 U T A H 
the following described property situated in K a n e Cour.tr. atattBjjitf 
One-Quarter (h) i n t e r e s t in and t o W^ter Users ' Clainx 85-102, 
Applicat ion No. 26030-A, A-5389 C e r t i f i c a t e of Appropriation No. 8497-
And I or we do warrant the title against all persons whomsoever, subject to the matters above set forth. 










This instrument was acknowledged before me this_ 
1 5 t h rfnv :; 
of. D^ccmbor , 19 77 uy 
A. H. G r e e n e , J r # , 
and D a n i e l R. Weed , 
ry ,,<?./ /*• 







This iiisiruiTi_t.t U-JS acknowledged be/ore me this day ft 
19 , by 
Mv commission will expire Notary Public 
,^ ""T zii zz jw*i91979 
ntCXA* -<\ Space Above for Recorder's Use 
\ *$>* V WARRANTY DEED 
^ ^ r ^ < X :.-.:•• , . . : . . : • : . ' " ' • T*<-"" ' — .grantor-
ri ;. v •, • . County of , State cf Utah, 
hexcby CONVEY and WARRANT to 
• \-. >.- , ' : ; ; ' : • grantee 
of • . v : \ \ " \ . County of ( v " • , , State of Utah 
for the .sum of ^ - - - DOLLARS, 
:he following described tract X'^Jtond'in XtoGfttj/SUttKdf Utthr't&iriti 
v.
 v--.;:> 3T--.?*: ' • •/.,.-> Zj^JJ', iV l t e of U U h , tO w i t : 
WJTNESS the hand of said grantor . this day of . 19 
tinned in the presence of 
'•:or: '>. Liouirjcott 
P r o l i n e Lirjnincotu 
STATE OF UTAH, 
Countv of ; ••• 
5S. 
On the :•.-
iHfrsonaily appeared before mo 
day of ID •/•' 
the signer> of "the above instrument, who duly acknowledged to me that -* heM executed the 
/LvV\^^/'>> . ... . , x
 t 
/; & i' l'r">\y. '"X ' "~ "" "~ -~ 'No '^iPubiic* 
Mj» commission 'expires i ......:...l Residing in .-*> ; _, /• \ _ ^ -^ ^  
i, < :..r,;:.i:$;..ii u . ' • """ 
\ \ * S , , ' 
\ X ^ v ^ P R O V E D FORM — UTAH SECURITIES COMMISSION 
IOKM "**y^4**fi*[t** VJIXD - *««.LY CO.. S t W. NIKfH .O. . I.UC. L-UO. 
U70 
BEFORE THE STATE ENGINEER OF THE STATE OF UTAH 
IN THE MATTER OF CHANGE APPLI- ) 
) MEMORANDUM DECISION 
CATION NUMBER a-12291 (85-925) ) 
Change Application Number a-12291 (85-925) was filed by Greene and 
Weed Investments to permanently change the point of diversion and 
nature of use of 26.427 acre-feet of water as evidenced by a portion 
of Certificate 8497 (85-102). The water has been used for irrigation 
and stockwatering purposes within Section 25, T43S, R5W# SLB&M and 
by this application it is proposed that a well be drilled near the 
Nh Corner of this same section and that the water be used for the 
irrigation of 5.1054 acres and domestic use for two families. The 
application was advertised in the Southern Utah News during August, 
1932, 3nd a protest was filed by Larry L. Little. 
A hearing was held in the Kane County Courthouse on April 12, 1983. 
The applicant was represented by Barry Judd who stated that there 
was no enlargement intended and that the previous irrigation would 
be reduced to allow for the proposed uses. Mr. Little stated that 
the applicant does not have any right, title or interest in water 
user claim 85-102 and that they had iv*t made any use of the water 
over the past five years. There were several other points discussed 
but were related to the ownership of the water right. 
The Division of Water Rights has made a search of the title abstract 
concerning the Segregation Application No. 26838-a Certificate 8497 
(85-102) and have concluded that Greene and Weed do have a vested 
interest in the water right and should be allowed to move that 
right on their own land for development as proposed under the sub-
ject change. The proposed development is subject to prior rights 
and must not impair or adverse existing water rights our sources 
of water. It is the opinion of the State Engineer that this appli-
cation can be permitted with those conditions. 
It is, therefore, ordered and Change Application No. a-12291 (85-925) 
is hereby APPROVED, subject to prior rights. 
This decision is subject to the provisions of Section 73-3-14, Utah 
Code Annotated, 1953, which provides for plenary review by the 
filing of a civil action in the appropriate district court within 
sixty days from the date hereof. 
Dated this 19th day of August, 1933. 
2^ . e. 




NUMBER a-12291 (85-925) 
Page - 2 -
Mailed a copy of the foregoing Memorandum Decision this 19th day 
of August, 1983, to: 
Greene and Weed Investments 
4 24 5 North 19th Avenue 
Phoenix, Arizona 84015 
Larry L, Little 
3601 Moore Avenue 
Santa Ana, California 92704 
By; 
Secretarv 
Application for Permanent Change of Point of Diversion 
JPlace and Nature of Use of Water -,^- ^ 
IftM^ STATE OF UTAH 
Pleaso clearly and correctly complete the information requested below which defines the right or rights 
being changed. (Type or clearly print.) 
For the purpose of obtaining permission .to permanently change: the point of diversion (2 . place D , or 
nature of use n , of water rights acqufred°by °&reene & Weed Investments, .26838-a (85-102 
iCive Number of Application. ivrtifir;ito of appropriation, title ;>nd date of Decree or other identification of right.) 
If the right described has been amended by a previous approved change application, give the number of such 
change application. No. 
1. The name of the applicant is Greene. & Weed Investments 
2. The post-office address of the applicant is. .42.45 ^ r t h l ? t ^ . A v e n 85015 . . . 
3. The flow of water which has been or was to have been used in second-feet is 
4. The quantity of water which has been or was to have been used in acre-feet is... 2.6 >. 4 2 .7 . . . (appl i cant ' s? 
5. The water has been or was to have been used for and during periods as fouows: * * i n o S - t u z 
l i g a t i o n from .March .1 to NQYember..l incl. 
(purpose) tmonth) (day) (month) (day) 
Stccicwater. and Domestic from January..1 to December—31- *nc*-
(purpose) (month) (day) (month) (day) 
and stored each year (if stored) from to incl. 
(month) (day) (month) (day) 
G. The direct source of supply is 3, . .Weil in JCane County. 
(well, spring, stream, droin, river; if other explain) 
7. The point or points of diversion .. 
N:...?i?..^;....^ 
(Must be the same as that of right being changed unless a previous change has been filed and approved. Then use the 
point or points approved in the previous change.) 
8. Diversion works: 
If a well give diameter and depth 16 i n c h . . w e l l 4 . . . 1 2 5 . . f e e t . . d e e p . 
If a dam and reservoir give height, capacity, and area inundated 
If other give type of diversion facility 
9. The water involved has been or was to have been used for the following purposes in the following 
described legal subdivisions: (If used for irrigation, state sole or supplemental supply, and describe other 
supplemental rights.) 
Irrigation within the .NlftNtt,.. S.bNE!a,...SEtofok, ..N.J5SEh*...fc..NftSW?j..Sec...25#...TA3S .^R5W .^. 
SLB&M. ;. 
Total acres to be irrigated 78...Q146 (390...073..AF). 
Stockwatcring (number and kind) 2 .00 . . .Catt le ( ...5..60....AF). 
Domestic (number of families and/or persons, etc.) One fanU.ly...(0.,.73....AF.') 
Other 
10 The point at which water has been or was to have been returned to the stream channel is situated as 
follows: (Please describe method of return.) 
Note: Paragraph 10 ik to U- completed only * hen all or part «»/ th« wnier is returned to the natural stream or channel. 
The Following Changes Are Proposed 
11. The flow of water to be changed in cubic feet per second is 
12. The quantity of water to be changed in acre-feet is 2 6 . 427...aCJf£. f e e t 
Irrigation from March..l
 to ...NovemberJO ^ i . 
(purpose) (month) (day) (month) (day) 
I X m S t i G from Japu^Y.A to . . . . P « ? ^ £ . . ? l incl. 
(purpose) (month) (day) (month) (day) 
and stored each year (if stored) from to incl. 
(month) (day) (month) (day) 
14. It is now proposed to divert the water from a v'e^* 
(i.e.. spring, spring urea, stream, river, drain, well, «rtc.) 
at a point(s) as follows: 
S....33.0...ft.,..and E?...2.3^ 
NOTE: The "point of diversion," or 'point of return.*' must be locutod Wy cuursc and distance or Ly rectangular distances 
with reference to some regularly established United S ta tes lard corner or United Sta tes mineral monument if within a 
distance of six miles of either, or if a greater distunce to tome prominent und permanent natural object. A spring area 
must also be described by metes and bounds. 
15. The proposed diverting and conveying works will consist of: (if a well, state diameter and depth thereof) 
a..inch..welU . 100. to. 400..feet, deep 
1G. U water is to be stored, give capacity of reservoir in aerc-fcet height of dam 
area inundated in acres legal subdivisions of area inundated 
17. The water is to be used for the following purposes in the following described legal subdivisions: (if used 
for irrigation, state sole or supplemental supply, and describe other supplemental rights.) 
Irrigation . . . w i t h i n . . ^ 
Total acres to be irrigated .T.T...95.. 
but limited to the sole irrigation supply of 5.1054
 a c r e s (25.527 acre f e e t ) 
Stock watering (number and kind) 
Domestic (number of families and/or persons, etc.) ^ f a m i l i e s L.9.-?.9.....*S2..?oot ) 
Other 
18. If paragraphs 11 and 12 designate that only part of the right described in paragraphs 1 to 10 inclusive 
is to be changed, designate the status of the water so affected bv this change as to its beine abandoned 
or used as heretofore, remaining 369.976 acre feet w i l l be used as described heretofore for 
the irrigation of 72.7292 acs (363.646 AF), Domestic for one family (0.73 AF) and 
st^;kH^t^'-f6r-700'*cattle-"(5V6t}-AF)V 
EXPLANATORY 
The following additional facts are set forth in order to define more clearly and completely the full 
purpose of the proposed change: 
The undersigned hereby acknowledges that even though he may have been assisted in the preparation 
of the above-numbered application through the courtesy oi~lhe employees of the State Enginer's Office, all 
responsibility for the accuracy of the information contained therein, at the time of filing, re*£s*Hvith the 
applicant. V^, \ , / y O J f ( J 
....X.^^<i-^X^-•4^C.^ 
Signature of Applicant 
F o r : GREENE & WEED INVESTMENTS 
PEcea'20 
MAT 10 Wft? 
(Thi.H page not to be filled in by applicant) WATER NGHT3 
STATE ENGINEER'S ENDORSEMENTS 
1. r£t/.£./_¥.&2*. Change Application reccm**"^1/ rnnr^p^4u Stale Engineer's office b y j f c i . 
2. Priority of right to make change brought down to, on account of 
•J. <£.T/.7.?.£9.?.2~ Fee for filing Application $s3&.<?.C?...., received b\sSfe£, Receipt No. 
Application microfilmed by. • d ^ j B ; Roll N o T u 3 3 i n d indexed byJEbSii-'S? P'"' 
5. JS>?.3jt>:.&*>. Application platted by JZHP.; 
6. JT-/.?.:/%#& Applicat ion examined by-jur?.*
 mmmmm 
7. Application returned, with letter, to for correction 
over counter Corrected application resubmitted , ., to State Engineer's office , 
1
 ' bv man ft 
9. cAM&i.A^JifltiJh Applicat ion approved for advertisement by ....73r3!9fc . 
H). .T.r.r. ?.?.-??? Notice to water users prepared by .X„/LJ/.LJ!~£.„ ^ . 
11. *M* ?...??.... Publication began, was c o m p l e t e d . M & . A I . M L - S k t i i ^ j f a 
12. _ Proof slips checked by y . .y_jc 
13. :L(!.S/'£S!L Change Applicalion protested by /t^f^^X^^<fy&{A<0'_jfi-_ j/^^^i^.. 
14. ...AfeJfiS.. Publisher paid MEV No. (jl3l0.$£. j L 
15. .y.......l. Field Examined by 1 _ ^...zar„... 1J1,..r-
I I S . £^7Z^L Application designated for ^ ^ by ^ ^ . ^ ^ ^ 1 
17 8 / 1 9 / 8 3 . Change Application copied Sim proofread by 
18. .„.§/.i.?/.§-?. Change Application '» , and returned to applicant 
This application is approved on the following conditions: 
1. Actual const ruction work necessitated by proposed change shall be diligently prosecuted to comple-
tion. 
2. Proof of change shall be submitted to the State Engineer*! office by__.l.lZ3.Q/S.6„ 
3. This change is subject to all conditions imposed on the approval of the original application or right 
By...Memorajric^ 
Dee C. H a n s e n , P . E . , State Engineer 
19. Time lor making proof of change extended to .. 
20. Proof of change submitted. 
21. Certificate of change No. _ , issued. 
J hereby certify thai the foregoing is a true copy of the Application by 
to change the point of diversion, place and nature of use of water as shown, with endorsements thereon, on 
the records of my office on the date given below. 
Salt Lake City, Utah 10 
Stole Engineer 
Change Application No. . . 
<££*-*-^~ 1S2 
JUw &~* fs: £ r^rrr-
I.C 
IBER 
NAME AND AODRESS 
INTEREST 
MAP NUMBER 




POINT OF DIVERSION PURPOSE AND PLACE OF USE 
PERIOD OF USE 





10 Lorna L. Cottam 
3051 Lake Orel* 
Salt Lake City. Utah 84106 
Clara Bees Grams 
420 N. Warner Street 




Stock water diractly on ttraam 
from point where ttraam enters 
NWXNEX.Sec 25.T43S.R5W, 
SLBM, to point wnara stream 
laava* NW54NE*. Sac. 25, T43S, 
R5W. SLBM. 
Stockwatertng* 27 cattla 
SEE CLAIMS USED FOR PURPOSE 
DESCRIBED 




•ny.each or aMcseimt. Total 
tender all claims mentioned 
32 
Lorna L. Cottara C Clara 
Bw Grarai 86. 5 5 * inter eat 
East Canyon Irrigation Co. 
1 3 . 4 5 * interest 
c /o East Canyon Irrigation Co, 
P. O. Box 47 
Kanab, Utah 84741 
Map No. 38d 
Application No. 26838a 
Certificate No. 8407 
AmmandL Change *-5389 
April 22.1955 V ^ ' ' U 
Underground water, well 
N 425 ft. and W. 2,582 ft. from 
the EX cor . Sec 25. T43S. 
R5W. SLBM. 









Stock water directly on ttraam 
from point where stream enters 
NEKNEK. Sec. 25. T43S. R5W. 
SLBM. to point where ttraam 
leaves NEfcSEK. Sec. 25. T43S. 
R5W. SLBM. 
Irrigation- 1 30 acs NW%N8%, B 00 act 
SE%NE%. 40 00 act. SW%NE£. 3 20 acs. 
SE%NW%. 9 10 acs. NE%SE%. 21 00 acs. 
NWttSE)4.0 70ecs NE54SW!4. Sec 25. 
T43S, R5W. SLBM. or a total of 83 30 
SEE CLAIMS USED FOR PURPOSE 
DESCRIBED 
StochMatfing- 200 cattle 
SEE CLAIMS USED FOR PURPOSE 
DESCRIBED 
Domestic: One Family 
SEE CLAIMS USED FOR PURPOSE 
DESCRIBED 
Stockwatering: 27 cattle 
SEE CLAIMS USEO FOR PURPOSE 
DESCRIBED 




Jan. f to Dec. 31 
102 
Jan. 1 to Dec. 31 
102 
Jan. 1 to Dec. 31 
712 








rfockwetacing is part o# Wow 
•Flow for 
irrigation. 
domestic to part of flow 
